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A parameter-free nonlocal double-folding-inspired interaction is proposed for the nucleus-nucleus
systems. Excellent reproductions of elastic scattering differential cross section data were obtained for
several systems over a wide range of bombarding energies. Our results should be of value in the
description of the scattering of other many-body systems. [S0031-9007(97)05269-1]
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The mean field interaction between complex quantu
many-body systems (nucleus-nucleus, cluster-cluster, e
is still an open question in current physics research. T
study of this matter is a fundamental step in the unde
standing of many-body dynamics. In the nucleus-nucle
case, significant progress has been achieved concern
this question during the last decade [1], as a conseque
of the measurement of accurate and extensive elastic s
tering data at intermediate energies. Nuclear rainbow sc
tering, first observed ina systems [2–4] and later in light
heavy ions [5–7], probes the nucleus-nucleus potential n
only at the surface region but also at smaller distance
and ambiguities in the real part of the potentials hav
been removed. The resulting phenomenological intera
tions have significant dependence upon the bombarding
ergies. Some theoretical models have been developed
account for this energy dependence through realistic me
field potentials. Nowadays, the most successful mode
seem to be those based on the DDM3Y interaction [8
10] which is an improvement of the originally energy
independent double-folding potential [11]. But, in orde
to fit the data, the density- and energy-dependent DDM3
potential needs a renormalization factor which besides b
ing system dependent [1,12] is still slightly energy depe
dent [1].

In this Letter we show, by an extensive description o
elastic scattering data using an optical integro-differenti
equation, that the dependence on the bombarding ene
of the real bare potential is mostly due to the intrinsicall
nonlocal nature of the effective one-body interaction
The real bare potential (by bare we mean the avera
mean field, interaction with no coupled channels effect
is constructed using the folding model. It contains n
adjustable parameters and is energy independent. T
absorptive part is taken to be a three parameters Woo
Saxon interaction. We also supply a simple approa
to obtain the local-equivalent energy-dependent potenti
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Before we set the stage for the analysis of elasti
scattering data, we first describe our theoretical model.

When dealing with nonlocal interactions, one is re
quired to solve the integro-differential equation

2
h̄2

2m
=2Cs $Rd 1

Z
Us $R, $R0dCs $R0d d $R0  ECs $Rd ,

(1)
where, on physical grounds [13], the kernel function is
taken to be symmetric:Us $R, $R0d  Us $R0, $Rd. We take
for Us $R, $R0d the following form motivated by the physics
problem at hand

Us $R, $R0d  V s $R, $R0d 1 ids $R 2 $R0dW sR, Ed

1 ds $R 2 $R0dVCsRd . (2)
In our analysis, the Coulomb interaction,VCsRd, was

obtained using an expression for the double sharp cuto
folded potential [14] and the local energy-dependen
imaginary potential,W sR, Ed, was taken to have a Woods-
Saxon form with three adjustable parameters.

Guided by the microscopic treatment of neutron
nucleus scattering [15], we have assumed for the re
nuclear interaction the Perey-Buck or Frahn-Lemme
ansatz [16,17]

V s $R, $R0d  VNL

√
R 1 R0

2

!
1

p3y2b3

3 exp

"
2

√
j $R 2 $R0j

b

!2#
, (3)

whereb is the range of the Pauli nonlocality of the ion-ion
interaction. Therefore, the nonlocality introduced in this
way is a correction to the local model and in theb ! 0
limit Eq. (1) reduces to the usual Schrödinger differentia
equation. We should mention, at this point, that the us
of the simple Gaussian shape to represent nonlocality
the nucleus-nucleus interaction has been justified, with
the single-folding model, by Jackson and Johnson [18].
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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In a recent publication [19], we have shown tha
the values ofb can be obtained for light heavy-ion
systems from the energy dependence of phenomenolog
potentials extracted from elastic scattering data analys
These b values were found to be in accord with th
Jackson and Johnson [18] theoretical prediction:b 
b0m0ym, where b0 is the nucleon-nucleus nonlocality
parameter,m0 is the nucleon mass, andm is the reduced
mass of the system. The valueb0  0.85 fm was well
established by an extensive nucleon-nucleus elastic d
analysis [16]. We have used the above system-depend
expression forb in the interaction, Eq. (3).

We propose thatVNLs R1R0

2 d is of the following folding-
inspired form:

VNLsjd  VfoldsR  jd , (4)

VfoldsRd 
Z

r1sr1dys $R 2 $r1 1 $r2dr2sr2d d $r1 d $r2 ,

(5)

where r1sr1d and r2sr2d are the nuclear densities o
the colliding partners andysrd is the effective nucleon-
nucleon interaction. We point out thatVfoldsRd is assumed
to have the local standard form of the double-foldin
potential [11]. We have used the well-known nucleon
nucleon M3Y interaction

ysrd 

"
7999

e24r

4r
2 2134

e22.5r

2.5r

#
2 262ds$rd MeV . (6)

The pseudopotential,2262ds$rd MeV, describes the
knock-on exchange collision at 10 MeVynucleon [12].
The two other Yukawa terms are responsible for the dire
component of the interaction. We stress thatV s $R, $R0d is
a nonlocal exchange potential, since we have conside
the exchange as the main source of the nonlocality.
our approach, we have not considered the intrinsic ene
dependence in the effective nucleon-nucleon interacti
since we associate all the observed energy depende
of the local equivalent potential to the parameterb. As
has been discussed earlier within a microscopic treatm
[15], such a hypothesis should be valid at energies up
200 MeVynucleon. Therefore, the present data analys
is a further test to check our recent findings [19], whic
associate most of the observed energy dependence
the phenomenological local real potential to finite rang
exchange effects.

We turn next to the data analyses. After projectin
over partial waves, we have solved numerically Eq. (
by an iterative method. In order to test how general
our model, we have analyzed elastic scattering angu
distributions for the12C 1 12C, 208Pb anda 1 12C, 58Ni
systems. These systems correspond to quite different n
locality range parameters:b  0.075 fm (12C 1 208Pb),
b  0.14 fm (12C 1 12C), b  0.23 fm (a 1 58Ni),
and b  0.28 fm (a 1 12C). For the first two sys-
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tems, the data are available at a wide energy ran
(1 # ElabyAproj # 200 MeVynucleon), whereas the las
two systems represent typical cases of refractive scatte
that have been studied in details in the early 1970s [2–
In the present analyses, we have used realistic microsco
nuclear densities as reported in the literature [11,12,2
The only parameters that were allowed to vary were tho
of the absorptive Woods-Saxon imaginary potential.
Figs. 1 and 2 we show the angular distributions for the sy
tems above at the following bombarding energies:Elab 
16, 112, 300, 1016, 1449, and2400 MeV (12C 1 12C),
Elab  420, 1449, and2400 MeV (12C 1 208Pb), and
Elab  139 MeV (a 1 12C, 58Ni). The agreement be-
tween the theoretical calculations (solid lines) and t
experimental data (from Refs. [4,5,21–26]) is impressiv
The quality of the fits are at least as good as that of a
other analyses using realistic potentials.

The resulting reaction cross section values are very si
lar to the already reported ones (Refs. [1,4,5,21–26]). T
geometry of the imaginary potentialW sRd and the corre-
sponding volume integralJW sEd behave as a function ofE
quite smoothly. More specifically for the12C 1 12C sys-
tem, the behavior ofJW sEd as a function of the bombarding
energy is just like the one shown in Fig. (6.8) of Ref. [1
To our knowledge, the results reported here correspo
to a first attempt to reproduce light- and heavy-ion ela
tic angular distributions for such a variety of systems a
such a wide energy range with completely parameter-f
real interaction. Furthermore, the usual renormalizati
factor of the DDM3Y interaction is absent in our analy
ses. Thus, one reaches the conclusion that the widely u

FIG. 1. Elastic scattering angular distributions for the12C 1
12C system at several bombarding energies as indicat
The data are from Refs. [5,21–24]. The solid lines corr
spond to nonlocal optical model calculations using an ener
independent and parameter-free real potential (see text). N
the change in the scattering angle scale.
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FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1 for the systems12C 1 208Pb and
a 1 12C, 58Ni. The data are from Refs. [4,24–26]. Note th
changes in the scales of both axes.

energy-dependent potential hides to some extent the und
lying nonlocal interaction. We should mention, howeve
that there is room to have some density dependence in
model if a more optimized fit is undertaken. From the r
sult we obtain, it is clear that this dependence is bound
be weak.

Because of the high values of orbital angular mome
tum involved in the calculations, the numerical solutio
of the integro-differential equation (1) is a very har
task for heavy-ion systems. Thus, it is desirable to d
velop a method to obtain the local equivalent potenti
(LEP) in order to calculate cross sections solving the usu
Schrödinger equation. In the early 1960s, Perey and Bu
[16] showed that the LEP is only weakly, dependent and
supplied an approximate relation to obtain that potent
for neutron-nucleus systems. We have generalized [1
that expression to the nucleus-nucleus case, namely,

VLEsR; Ed expf2gVLEsR; Edg

ø VfoldsRd exph2gfE 2 VCsRd 2 iWsR, Edgj ,
(7)

with g  mb2y2h̄2. The above equation can be solve
for VLEsR; Ed by the iterative method. Since for heavy
ion systems the value ofg is very small (for12C 1 12C,
g  0.0014 MeV21) we can appropriately expand (7) to
obtain

VLEsR; Ed ø VfoldsRd f1 2 gEg

 VfoldsRd

√
1 2 b

Elab

Aproj

!
, (8)

where b  m0b2
0y2h̄2 is a system-independent constan

equal to 0.0086 MeV21. This linear behavior of the
potential with the energy has been particularly observed
a nucleus scattering [18] and the experimentally extract
slope is in agreement with the theoreticalb value.
5220
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A better approximation, valid over a greater energ
range, is obtained by neglecting the imaginary part of t
potential and expanding the left hand side of Eq. (7)
lowest order ing. The resulting quadratic equation ma
be solved to obtain

VLEsR; Ed

ø
1 2

p
1 2 4gVfoldsRd exph2gfE 2 VCsRdgj

2g
.

(9)

We point out that in the limitb ! 0 we find for both
Eqs. (8) and (9)VLEsR, Ed  VfoldsRd, which contains
the exchange effects in the zero-range approximat
as should be the case. We have calculated the lo
equivalent potential using Eq. (9) for the system12C 1
12C at three bombarding energies. The results are sho
as solid lines in Fig. 3. For comparison, the foldin
potential, VfoldsRd, is also shown (dashed line). We
can observe that the LEP have slightly different shap
than that ofVfoldsRd. At high energies, we observe tha
VLEsR, Ed becomes factorized asVLEsRdfsEd with fsEd
being roughly exponential.

We have also calculated the real part of the exa
local equivalent potential through Eq. (1). The resu
convinced us that, as expected [16], the, dependence of
the LEP is very weak. The potential values arising fro
the exact calculation agree with those from Eq. (9) with
about 3%. We have also calculated elastic scatter
angular distributions by solving the local Schröding
differential equation using the approximate LEP fro
Eq. (9). The results are quite similar to those genera
from the solution of the full integro-differential equation
(1). It is important to mention that the parameters
the imaginary Woods-Saxon potential,W sR, Ed, used in
the exact calculations are somewhat different from tho

FIG. 3. The local equivalent potential (solid lines) for th
12C 1 12C system at three different bombarding energie
The dashed line corresponds to the double-folding ener
independent potential.
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used in the approximate ones, owing to the absence
ImfVLEsR, Edg in Eq. (9).

In conclusion, we have presented in this Letter
new model for the nucleus-nucleus interaction. Th
corresponding real potential is nonlocal and complete
parameter-free. The local equivalent version of this inte
action is angular-momentum independent and with a ve
simple energy dependence. Such potential reproduces
experimental elastic differential cross sections for a varie
of systems and over a wide range of bombarding energi
Thus, the explicit consideration of the intrinsically quan
tum, finite range exchange nonlocality is of fundament
importance in the description of the nucleus-nucleu
collision. Our results could be potentially importan
for the description of the scattering of other many-bod
systems.

A more detailed account of our work which will include
an extensive comparison with the quasielastic scatteri
data of several other heavy ion systems will be publish
shortly.
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